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Description DualVR-RemoteViewer makes access to the DualVR application through the Internet possible. Features: 1. Watch
video from DVR via the Internet 2. Save video as AVI, MP4, MKV (H.264) to share on USB flash disk 3. Specify video source

such as DVR, IP camera, TV tuner, video tapes, videos from the Internet and so on This software allows you to watch video
from DVR directly from browser via the Internet (dualVR application), taking advantages of the MPEG-4 H.264 format.

DualVR-RemoteViewer also allows you to save video to USB flash disk as a file format of AVI, MP4, MKV (H.264) in the
dualVR web site, and the file can be watched from the DualVR or other PC on the network. DualVR-RemoteViewer allows you

to connect to the dualVR application via FTP, so it has the function to view video data on the PC. It includes FTP connection
function, so it can be viewed by Windows Explorer or other client software. Finally, DualVR-RemoteViewer is released so we

can make hardware service and repair more convenient through use of dualVR remote monitoring software. DualVR-
RemoteViewer Application Screenshot(s): DualVR-RemoteViewer Description: Description DualVR-RemoteViewer makes

access to the DualVR application through the Internet possible. DualVR-RemoteViewer permits connection to DualVR
application via FTP. It allows you to save video to USB flash disk as a file format of AVI, MP4, MKV (H.264). You can view
video on PC. DualVR-RemoteViewer Specifications: 1. DualVR-RemoteViewer allows connection to DualVR application via
FTP, so it can be viewed by Windows Explorer or other client software. 2. You can save video to USB flash disk as file format
of AVI, MP4, MKV (H.264) 3. Specify video source such as DVR, IP camera, TV tuner, video tapes, videos from the Internet
and so on DualVR-RemoteViewer Review: Review Overview Make DualVR remote monitoring application easier to use. We
have tried to make it easier for customers to access live DualVR video by offering a dualVR remote monitoring application.

DualVR-RemoteViewer uses
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Viewers are the heart of DualVR networking application. DualVR-RemoteViewer serves as a bridge between RemoteViewer
and DualVR, and DualVR-RemoteViewer provides a fast browsing experience. The real-time video streaming of DualVR-
RemoteViewer comes from DualVR's server via the Internet. What is DualVR-RemoteViewer? -----------------------------

DualVR-RemoteViewer is an Internet-based frontend that connects DualVR video streams and users' computers for the purpose
of offering a more convenient approach to DualVR video browsing. DualVR-RemoteViewer also serves as a bridge between

DualVR and RemoteViewer, and, DualVR-RemoteViewer is installed together with DualVR. DualVR-RemoteViewer's
Features: -------------------------------- Features of DualVR-RemoteViewer: 1. Connect to dualvircam.dualvr.com 2. Java 2.1+

and Windows 2000+ support. 3. Real-time browsing of video. 4. Decompress video formats: MJPEG, MPEG4, H.264. 5.
Extend to multi-cams. 6. Browse images between dualvircam.dualvr.com and users' computer. 7. No need to edit DualVR

settings. 8. Fast and stable browsing. 9. Compatible with Firefox and IE. 10. Multi-camera function. 11. Drag and Drop feature.
How do I use DualVR-RemoteViewer? ----------------------------------- 1. Using DualVR-RemoteViewer to connect to

dualvircam.dualvr.com: When using DualVR-RemoteViewer, you need to use the DualVR-RemoteViewer method "Connect to
dualvircam.dualvr.com" to connect to dualvircam.dualvr.com. 2. Using DualVR-RemoteViewer to browse DualVR video: When
using DualVR-RemoteViewer, you need to use the DualVR-RemoteViewer method "Browse DualVR video" to browse DualVR

video streams. 3. Using DualVR-RemoteViewer to decompress DualVR video and take a picture: When using DualVR-
RemoteViewer, you need to use the DualVR-RemoteViewer method "Decompress and take a picture" to decompress DualVR
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- Up to 4 video sources using a camera or DVR can be displayed simultaneously. - VideoSource: DVR via the Internet to obtain.
- Video formats: MJPEG, MPEG4 - Decompress video formats: MJPEG, MPEG4, H.264 - Download and push to DualVR via
the Internet - Live monitor quality from DualVR - A high-speed transmission standard through DualVR. - Monitor quality can
be adapted using the VirtualSpeed control knob of DualVR-RemoteViewer. DualVR-RemoteViewer: - Camera: Connect to a
webcam and display real-time video on DualVR. - DVR: Add video sources from DualVR to DVR and view video sources on
DualVR. - DualVR-RemoteViewer view video sources from DualVR and can be seen on DualVR. To connect to a camera or
DVR: - Connect DualVR to your computer. - The DualVR software will automatically detect the connected devices. How to use
DualVR-RemoteViewer: 1. Run DualVR-RemoteViewer and drag/drop LiveViewer.dll and LiveViewer_CPU.exe to the
Desktop. 2. Connect to a computer and DualVR and watch the video sources. DualVR-RemoteViewer was developed to enable
viewing DualVR real-time video data through the Internet. It uses DualVR video sources as real-time source video. DualVR-
RemoteViewer will display DualVR real-time video sources using DualVR-RemoteViewer. With DualVR-RemoteViewer, you
can watch and monitor the video on DualVR real-time video data through the Internet. DualVR-RemoteViewer starts with
DualVR real-time video data through DualVR live view. DualVR-RemoteViewer detects the LiveViewer.dll that is inserted and
runs live view. DualVR-RemoteViewer supports 4 video sources using a camera or DVR. After connecting DualVR-
RemoteViewer, DualVR-RemoteViewer will detect the connected device. DualVR-RemoteViewer's video quality depends on
the DualVR video source. DualVR-RemoteViewer provides VirtualSpeed control to modify video quality. With DualVR-
RemoteViewer, you can monitor videos on DualVR real-time video data through the Internet. ※ Dual

What's New In?

--------------------- DualVR RemoteViewer allows for remote viewing of DualVR real-time video data, such as video streams
from DualVR servers. The application can be used with a DualVR-RemoteViewer server that is installed on a remote computer.
The DualVR-RemoteViewer application allows an operator on a remote computer to access real-time video streams from
DualVR servers. DualVR RemoteViewer features: --------------------------- 1. DualVR real-time video data can be viewed using
the DualVR-RemoteViewer 2. Remote computer operator can be on a different computer 3. Multiple remote viewing from one
DualVR server with a MultiViewer 4. Up to 4 video sources are supported: JVC Mini Digital Recorder, Panasonic AC100
Digital Recorder, Sony HDR-PJ850 Digital Recorder, JVC HDR-HD18D 5. In DualVR mode: Olympus ST-1080i (progressive)
Sanyo Xacti HD (progressive) Samsung Galaxy S20 (progressive) Samsung Galaxy S20 (interlace) 6. HD Baseline JPEG 7. HD
Baseline MPEG4 8. Auto Quality Control. DualVR-RemoteViewer Known Issues: ------------------------------- 1. In DualVR
mode: a. When using live streaming, the viewer gets a blinking cursor instead of the video. This is a known issue and it will be
fixed soon. b. When disabling live streaming, the video may come down to only a little part of the frame. This is also a known
issue and it will be fixed soon. 2. The configuration setting for encoding can not be changed. The DualVR-RemoteViewer can
only decompress videos with 4:3 ratio. 3. For video sources that don't allow streaming: a. DualVR-RemoteViewer may
encounter playback error: "Unable to locate file" b. DualVR-RemoteViewer can't detect the video format. The video format is
detected through the DualVR-RemoteViewer server, not through the DualVR-RemoteViewer application DualRemoteViewer4
will be a software application that makes available DualVirtual video services via the Internet. Can be used to access
DualVirtual real-time video data through the Internet. DualRemoteViewer4 Description: ---------------------------
DualRemoteViewer4 allows for remote viewing of DualVirtual
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System Requirements:

CPU: Intel Core i5-2300 @ 3.00GHz RAM: 8GB GPU: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660, AMD Radeon HD 7870 OS: Windows 7
64bit Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible, 64bit HDD: 25 GB available space USB: 1 x USB2.0 Port Resolution: 1920 x 1080
(1080p) or 1280 x 720 (720p) For more information on the game, head to the official website
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